Design and implementation of the ELSA-Brasil biobank: a prospective study in a Brazilian population

ABSTRACT

The Brazilian Longitudinal Study for Adult Health (ELSA-Brasil) is a multicenter prospective cohort of civil servants designed to assess the determinants of chronic diseases, especially cardiovascular diseases and type 2 diabetes. The present article describes the main design and implementation points of the ELSA-Brasil biobank project. Economic, political, logistical and technological aspects of this study are characterized. Additionally, it discusses the final biorepository protocol and the facilities implemented to achieve this objective. The design and implementation process of the ELSA-Brasil biobank took three years to be performed. Both the central and local biobanks were built according to the best biorepository techniques, using different technological solutions for the distinct needs expected in this study.

INTRODUCTION

In a prospective study, the way in which biological samples are collected, processed or stored in a biobank has an important impact on the future scientific usefulness of this repository. The collection protocol must maximize the variety of samples, the number of aliquots, and specimen volume for the dosage of the proposed biomarker in an effective way, aiming to guarantee the adaptability of future technologies and the appearance of new biomarkers during the development of the study. As this was the first study with such magnitude conducted in Brazil, data collection was performed after four years of intense protocol preparation and infrastructure development. Due to the prospective nature and importance of the study in the assessment of chronic diseases in Brazil, a great effort was made to develop epidemiological tools that could promote the continuance of the study in the future. In this context, the design and implementation of the ELSA-Brasil biobank was of great importance, in view of the task of anticipating technological innovations and needs, apart from the high cost and workload associated with this type of enterprise.

Biobanks are research or industrial facilities mainly aimed at the collection and storage of different types of biological material associated with individual medical information or other characteristics of a large number of individuals participating in a study or belonging to a certain institution. These research structures are associated with specific studies or the institutions’ capacity to transmit prospective information to researchers interested in the medical/biological aspects and to technological innovation centers, which are usually a part of medical complexes/universities. In this sense, the implementation of a biobank is a key promoter of future research in the development of a particular area of knowledge. The most important point is that a biobank enables the design of future case-cohort studies that will answer new scientific questions.

To achieve this goal, biobanks must follow good storage and sample retrieval practices, including the following: adequate defrosting, ventilation, temperature maintenance, safety, adequate monitoring of freezers and fridges, adequate back-up capacity, contingency plan, and maintenance and fixing systems.

Few studies have described the planning and implementation process of these centers in detail. The present study characterizes the main points that will guide the development of a biobank, the main determinants of the process (economic, political and logistical) and the final storage protocol.

DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES

The ELSA-Brasil is a cohort study conducted in five universities and one research institution in six different states of Brazil. This study was designed to include 15,000 individuals, who were either active or retired workers of these six institutions. Recruitment of participants was planned in the form of quotas for sex, age and occupation in each institution. The inclusion of participants in the study should occur at the same time in each participating institution, which would be responsible for the implementation and conduction of the same standard protocol to collect data from the baseline. Several reading centers were created, aiming to standardize other study measures: echocardiography, ultrasonography of carotid arteries, retinography, clinical tests and biobank.

As the institutions were working together and each center had their own types of expertise, it was essential to develop protocols that were adequate and standardized from a logistical perspective to be implemented in all six study locations. Additionally, different storage capacities and distinct research interests were considered when making the following decisions: what and how many samples should be collected from each participant, whether the biobank should be centralized or not, and what resources should be allocated for this purpose.

Since the first project team meetings, it was decided that biobank development would be one of the main project characteristics. Having decided this, the main points of the protocol were discussed. A committee responsible for the creation of the basic laboratory and biobank protocols was formed, including members from the six centers. The meetings began two years before data were collected from the baseline.

The main determinants in the implementation of the biobank were as follows:

1. To store several types of specimens, considering the amount of blood to be collected from each participant and the minimum requirements needed in each center;
2. To guarantee the best storage conditions possible for the samples from all participants;
3. To provide the means for each center to be capable of designing and implementing their own scientific questions to use the local samples in each of these centers;
4. To guarantee the implementation of quality control protocols, aliquoting, transportation, sample follow-up and storage in the long term.

The economic aspects always regulated the study protocol in the biobank design and implementation. In particular, decisions based on the number of samples, types of collected specimens, storage conditions and the development of an information system to monitor
collection, transportation and quality control were always driven by economic aspects.

The main economic questions in the project design stage can be summarized as follows: cost of the implementation of a minimum infrastructure for data collection, processing and short-term storage; selection of adequate technology for long-term storage; selection of the types of specimens collected and the number of aliquots per participant; selection of the type of container to be used in long-term storage; transportation of samples after collection; and the need to develop an infrastructure to install the study’s central biobank.

Once consensus was reached on the key points of biobank implementation, the main question to be resolved by the responsible committee was the assessment of the need to establish a centralized protocol. This would include the central biobank, which could store plasma, serum, urine and DNA. Arguments for and against the establishment of a central biobank were taken into consideration and, in the end, there was a consensus for the definition of a hybrid system, comprised by two central biobanks and one local biobank in each center. There were many reasons for this decision, including the fact that the division of samples would minimize the risk of a catastrophic event; and that two central biobanks would increase the flexibility of laboratory determinations and human resources available for the required dosages.

The main strategy that regulated the design and implementation of the ELSA-Brasil biobank was associated with two domains: the development of local expertise in management and the creation of the infrastructure necessary to store samples and manage their transportation.

The protocol should be sufficiently complex to enable the storage of a highly diverse collection of biological samples, considering the amount of blood to be collected from each participant. At the same time, it should be sufficiently simple for centers without great laboratory expertise to be able to fully comply with the protocol approved for the study. This involves not only the development of expertise in collection, aliquoting and storage, but also the needs of a specific center not surpassing its capacity to maintain a regular flow of participants.

The transportation of specimens was also a main concern in the creation of the biobank protocol. Samples should be necessarily transported to the central laboratory and/or the storage location (biobank), but the length of storage should be similar between different samples and different centers. Additionally, the transportation costs should be low, without compromising safety regulations or the comparability and stability of samples.

The research project was approved by all Research Ethics Committees of each center and by the National Research Ethics Committee. New projects using stored samples must be submitted to the Supporting Study Committees, local Research Ethics Committees and National Research Ethics Committee.

Figure 1 shows the general organization of the biobank protocol. The Table lists all samples available for each participant at the end of the study baseline.

As previously described, after considering the technical, economic, logistical and political aspects of the project, a hybrid storage system was selected. Each participating center would have a local biobank with some of the aliquots selected in each of these centers (Table). These aliquots would be stored in freezers at -80°C. The local biobanks were designed to guarantee the availability of samples for projects restricted to local centers, such as specific serological studies in certain populations or specific biomarkers of a certain center with experience or expertise in this area.

On the other hand, the ELSA-Brasil also predicted the need for a central biobank that could maintain a great diversity of biological samples of all study participants, regardless of the investigation center in which participants were recruited. This biorepository, exclusively designed to meet the needs of this study, was constructed close to the center with the greatest laboratory expertise (São Paulo).

The centralized training and team certification included in the data collection at each center were performed in the city of São Paulo. Standard blood collection techniques with the vacutainer system were used. A fasting blood sample and a postprandial blood sample were collected from each participant. While fasting, the following were collected: three EDTA tubes of 3.5 mL, three tubes of 4.0 mL with serum clot activator,

---

**Table.** Aliquots available at the end of the study baseline for each participant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fasting serum</th>
<th>Fasting EDTA plasma</th>
<th>Fasting plasma with citrate</th>
<th>Fasting plasma with heparin</th>
<th>Urine</th>
<th>Postprandial serum</th>
<th>Postprandial plasma with heparin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cryotubes (local biobanks)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straws (central biobank)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
two tubes with citrate, one tube with fluorite/oxalate, one tube with heparin, and one tube of 7.0 mL with urine. In the postprandial period, the following were collected: one tube of 4.0 mL with serum clot activator, one tube with heparin, and one tube with citrate, using the vacutainer system in all cases.

After blood and urine collection, the detailed aliquoting process was performed. All samples were processed in the same area of collection to prevent sample stability problems due to local transportation before processing. Samples were always maintained in ice and should be centrifuged until 30 minutes after collection.

Following refrigerated centrifugation, samples were aliquoted. The first aliquots were always used for laboratory testing. After a sufficient amount of material was separated for tests predefined in the baseline to be performed, biorepository aliquots were separated. Once there were several local and central storage locations in the present study, the preparation of aliquots in this stage reflected such logistics. Some of the decisions made in the study planning stage had to be reviewed during its implementation. The initial decision of creating aliquots until the available samples were exhausted had to be dismissed due to lack of space in the freezers. However, 14 samples were stored from the random cohort sample, increasing the number of samples stored from 42 to 56 per participant.

The transfer of frozen samples maintained in dry ice from each center to the central biobank was performed monthly. Styrofoam boxes with dry ice were used for transportation, following the International Air Transport Association regulations. The receipt and arrival conditions of samples were monitored on each transfer.

The present study developed a set of unique labels with barcodes for each collection tube in each box and per aliquot (in cryotubes or straws). In addition, spreadsheets of limited access were also created, linking the barcodes of labels to a certain participant, maintaining sample anonymity.

Specimen collection and processing protocols guaranteed that all data were always recorded at the beginning and end of each procedure. This enabled the calculation of time intervals that were used in quality control: the time spent to complete the collection while fasting, the time between the end of collection and centrifuging, the time between centrifuging and the storage of samples in the freezer, the time required for participants to take the oral glucose solution as part of the oral glucose tolerance test, and the time between the intake of solution and the postprandial collection after two hours.

The facilities for local sample storage at -80°C were planned to meet the storage needs of each study participant. These facilities were planned to safely store aliquots of several types of biological specimens from each participant of a certain center, guaranteeing the continuance of sample integrity and storage conditions. The aliquots stored in local biobanks were maintained

Figure 1. General organization of the biobank protocol.

Figure 2. Cryotubes.
in cryotubes (Figure 2) and identified using the barcode system especially developed for this study. Both the local and central biobanks guarantee the sample location and an accurate identification in a simple way.

The mechanical refrigeration in freezers was the technology of choice of local biobanks. Each setup was comprised of two or more freezers with electrical backup and long-distance monitoring systems. An air condition refrigeration structure was created in each location to absorb the heat demand generated by this system. Sound protection was assessed individually, with different local solutions to maintain an acceptable level of noise in the workplace.

Each local biobank was managed by a coordinator and between one and three technicians. Each coordinator received detailed material about the sample collection and storage process. Several pre-tests were performed before and during the recruitment period of the study, organized by the laboratory committee. The materials distributed to the laboratory coordinators included the study’s manual of instructions, a flow chart with specimen processing, standardized specimen collection descriptive kits and shipment supplies. Additionally, laboratory equipment and materials were standardized and all centers used the same brands and types of consumables.

Apart from the local biobanks, the ELSA-Brasil implemented a complete cryogenic center capable of storing biological samples from study participants in vapor phase (Figure 3). Liquid nitrogen storage system has many advantages. The significantly more stable storage temperature (-196°C) enables the rapid decrease in temperature and recovery rate and, based on the size of the ELSA-Brasil biobank, a considerably lower maintenance cost. Moreover, the liquid nitrogen system includes fewer mechanical and electrical components when compared to freezers, which enables it to be less vulnerable to mechanical or electrical failures.

This usually reduces the need for regular updates and simplifies system maintenance in the long term.5

In spite of this, large banks using liquid nitrogen need to be carefully planned to guarantee that samples are maintained in an adequate long-term storage environment and that teams work under safe conditions in the facilities.

One company was commissioned to provide the entire system infrastructure, including the following: project, construction management, materials required for the construction and installation of tanks, external tank, super insulated vacuum lines, high-capacity tanks to store samples for long periods of time in nitrogen vapor (Espace 661) with an automatic supply system and all long-distance and local control programs required for its functioning.

One of the main concerns of the team was how to fit the largest number of samples into the smallest area possible. All samples in the tanks were stored in straws (Figure 4). These straws were kept in boxes, which fit into racks designed to accommodate them in tanks. In the specific biobank context, straws have several advantages when compared to cryotubes. They are smaller and save more space than cryotubes. They have a sealing system that prevents nitrogen infiltration in the samples (liquid nitrogen penetrates through cryotube screws, but not through sealed straws). Additionally, the latter are available in various colors and each color can correspond to a type of biological fluid. In the ELSA-Brasil, green straws always contain urine, facilitating the identification of a specific biological fluid among the several straws of a certain participant. Moreover, these straws usually hold 0.5 mL, compared to cryotubes that usually hold 2.0 mL. As the volume of material required for a dosage has decreased in recent years, it is better to store four straws of 0.5 mL each than one cryotube of 2.0 mL.6 The main limitations to the use of the straws are their cost and the need to purchase the equipment required to fill and seal them for each center.
Another important consideration is this system’s capacity to detect failures on a regular basis and, upon detection of a failure, to notify the team for immediate error correction. In this sense, the planned system can identify any type of malfunctioning in each part of the system and problems in the central cryogenic structure (such as temperature and ventilation) or malfunctioning in the liquid nitrogen communicating tubes. In the presence of any type of malfunctioning, the system sends emails or makes telephone calls to the entire team that monitors the cryogenic center immediately after detection; or, in the absence of any changes, it sends a routine message informing that all is functioning normally.

During the implementation stage, there were several technological and logistical problems. Unstable and precarious power sources and shortage of power in practically all centers and the limitations of maintenance support for freezers were an important concern during the entire data collection stage. In truth, minor flaws in certain freezers showed the absolute need for a freezer backup in each center and for preventive maintenance of all freezers in use. Problems caused by the increase in temperature and level of noise were also identified in some centers. With regard to the logistical problems, hindrances to purchasing and the need for budget changes among others, caused by the bureaucracy of the system responsible for the purchases of consumables and durable goods for research, required additional planning.

CONCLUSIONS

Although studies describing the technical aspects of certain cryogenic biorepository centers have been published, few of them assess non-technical aspects of biobank planning and implementation. Many other problems such as political issues, budget, difficulties in the importation process and its costs, and bureaucratic and legal aspects for the use of the study’s budget are certainly as important as the technical aspects, when finally determining whether the biobank implementation was successful or not.

The creation of a cryogenic center and biobank for a multicenter study is not a simple task. Biological samples are a valuable resource, essential for medical research. They must be collected, stored and used, in addition to being traceable, according to the existing standardizations/recommendations. The creation of the cryogenic center must be planned and approved, not only taking into consideration the field work demands, but also anticipating the known and unknown challenges that lie ahead. Additionally, each small choice made in the planning stage can have serious scientific, economic, logistical and even political consequences. Those responsible for planning must take into consideration the implementation and maintenance costs of facilities. Implementation costs are usually lower than what is actually required in the stage of submission of the project to the funding agency and, after its approval, they have to fit into the general study budget. Consequently, cryogenic center planning usually competes with other key study points in the project implementation stage, such as the number of participants to be recruited or the number of baseline measures. Maintenance costs are often difficult to be predicted and they were minimized in the study planning stage. Their relative magnitude or even existence help to guide several decisions in the project planning stage, as the selection of the type of cryogenic technology will have a great impact on future costs.
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